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The LTFAT toolbox

LTFAT is a modern Matlab/Octave toolbox for doing
time/frequency analysis and multichannel digital signal processing.
The toolbox is intended to be used both as a computational tool
and for teaching and didactic purposes. The project was started in
2004, and version 1.0 was released in 2011.

I Basic Fourier analysis and signal processing, FIR windows

I Discrete Gabor transform and its inverse

I Time-frequency bases: Wilson and WMDCT

I Filterbanks and non-stationary Gabor systems

I Methods for constructing perfect reconstruction windows

I Reassignment (sharpening) and instantaneous frequency
estimation

I Sparse regression (LASSO methods)

I Auditory scales and range compression standards



Gabor frames

I The Discrete Gabor transform, dgt:

c (m, n) =
L−1∑
l=0

f (l) ga (l − na) e−2πilm/M .

I The inverse Discrete Gabor transform, idgt:

f (l) =
N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

c (m, n) gs (l − na)e2πilm/M .



DGTREAL: a DGT for real-valued signals

I Most signals occuring in applied sciences are real-valued

I No need to mess with the negative frequencies.

I Analysis: dgtreal. Synthesis: idgtreal

f=greasy; fs=16000;

a=10; M=200;

c=dgtreal(f,{'hann',0.02*fs'},a,M);

plotdgtreal(c,a,M,fs,90);



Reconstruction

Dual window in time domain Dual window in freq. domain

I gabdual: Compute the window of the canonical dual Gabor
frame

I gabtight: Compute the window of the canonical tight Gabor
frame

I When used together with dgt/idgt or dgtreal/idgtreal
these windows ensure perfect reconstruction no matter which

analysis window was used.



TF bases

Time-frequency bases was independently discovered by 4 di�erent
research groups: Princen/Bradley, Malvar, Edler and Daubechies
The Windowed Modi�ed Discrete Cosine Transform:
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Methods implemented:

I Transform and inverse: wmdct and iwmdct

I Riesz dual and ortonormal window: wildual and wilorth

I Frame bounds: wilframebounds

I Reconstruction error of dual window: gabdualnorm

I Wilson transform and inverse: dwilt and idwilt



WMDCT example

dgtreal (redundancy=20) wmdct (redundancy=1)

fs=16000; % Sampling rate

c=wmdct(greasy,{'hann',0.02*fs'},128);

plotwmdct(c,fs,90);



Filterbanks

Spectrogram Auditory �lterbank

cm (n + 1) =
L−1∑
l=0

f (l + 1) gm (amn − l + 1)

I Sometimes the �xed frequency resolution of the dgt is not
desirable

I �lterbanks: Each frequency channel is controlled by its own
�lter gm



Non-uniform vs. uniform

I filterbank: Each channel is a subsampling of a convolution
with a varying sampling distance am

I ufilterbank: Uniform �lterbank. a has the same value for all
channels.

I general �lterbanks are very �exible, because the subsampling
rate can be adapted to the window:

I Wavelets

I uniform �lterbanks are easily invertible, the canonical dual
frame is again a uniform �lterbank



Non-stationary Gabor systems

I Sometimes the �xed frequency resolution of the dgt is not
desirable

I Non-stationary Gabor systems: The window and frequency
resolution can vary over time, but the frequency scaling is
always linear

I See the talks of Peter Balazs and Thibaud Necciari



Gabor systems on lattices

It is possible to create Gabor systems using a non-rectangular
sampling of the TF-plane.



Auditory functions

erbtofreq rangecompress

LTFAT contains a small collection of functions usefull for working
with auditory perception. Highlights:

I erbspace: Generate points equidistantly spaced on an
auditory scale.

I rangecompress: range compression (µ-law or A-law)

I Both phenomena are modelled by y = α log (1+ βx)



Interfaces in LTFAT

Two ways of working with the transforms in LTFAT:

1. I know exactly which transform I want to use, and I want to
use only that.

I Use the classical functional interface

2. I would like to try to use di�erent transforms to solve my
problem, to evaluate which one solves my problem most
e�ectively

I Use the new object-oriented interface



The frame-framework

I The mathematical idea of a �frame� �ts well with the
computer science notion of an �object�

I A frame object in LTFAT is a struct de�ning two frames, the
analysis and synthesis frame

I Simple code for generating canonical dual frames:
F=newframe('dgt','gauss','dual',40,60);

The information given to newframe is not usually not enough to
completely determine the frame. The length of the input signal is
also needed, allowing the frame de�nition to be reused for various
input signals. Basic properties like redundancy and frame bounds
can be established without the length being determined.



Basic methods

I newframe : Create frame

I frana : Frame analysis operator

I frsyn : Frame synthesis operator

I franaadj : Adjoint frame analysis operator

I frsynadj : Adjoint frame synthesis operator

I frameaccel : Speed up frame application

I plotframe : Plot frame coe�cients



A simple example

F=newframe('dgtreal','gauss','none',50,200);

c=frana(F,greasy);

plotframe(F,c,16000,90);



Information about the frame

I framered : Redundancy of the frame

I framebounds : Frame bounds

I franamat : Matrix representation of analysis operator

I frsynmat : Matrix representation of synthesis operator

I framelength : Length of frame to expand a given signal

I framelengthcoef : Length of frame given a set of coe�cients

I ...



Currently supported frames

General / special frames

I gen : General frame speci�ed by a matrix

I genop : General frame speci�ed by operators

I identity : The canonical orthormal basis

I randn : Random vectors

I fusion : Collection of frames

I ndim : n-dimensional tensor product collection



Gabor and �lterbanks

Gabor like frames:

I dgt : Gabor frame

I dgtreal : Gabor frame for real valued signals

I dwilt : Wilson basis

I wmdct : Windowed modi�ed cosine transform

Filterbanks

I �lterbank : General �lterbank

I u�lterbank : Uniform �lterbank

I �lterbankreal : Positive-frequency �lterbank intended for
real-valued signals

I u�lterbankreal : Uniform version of above



NSDGT and pure frequency

Non-stationary Gabor systems

I nsdgt : Non-stationary Gabor system

I unsdgt : Uniform non-stationary Gabor system

I nsdgtreal : Non-stationary Gabor system for real-valued signals

I unsdgtreal : Uniform non-stationary Gabor system for
real-valued signals

Pure frequency transforms

I dft, fft, fftreal

I dcti, dctii, dctiii, dctiv

I dsti, dstii, dstiii, dstiv



Iterative frame inversion

Sometimes the canonical dual of a frame is not a frame of the same
type (i.e. non-uniform �lterbanks). In these cases, the following
methods can be useful

I franaiter : Iterative frame analysis using the synthesis
frame: Find the coe�cients with the smallest l2-norm that
synthesise to the signal

I frsyniter : Iterative frame synthesis using the analysis
frame: Find the signal with analysis coe�cients closest to the
given coe�cients in the l2-norm

frsyniter use the UnlocBox Matlab toolbox to solve the problem
as a convex optimization problem.



Reconstruction for absolute values

In some applications, only the absolute value of the frame
coe�cients are of interest, and a common problem is to �nd the
signal having absolute value of its frame coe�cients closest to a
given target

I frsynabs : Synthesis from absolute value of frame coe�cients

The method uses the Gri�n-Lim algorithm, which is an iterative
algorithm using a succession of projections of the target onto the
reproducing kernel space, each time modifying the phase.



LASSO methods

If we can a�ord an expensive analysis process, but still wants to
keep the fast synthesis, we can search for sparse representation of
the signal

I framelasso solves the LASSO (or basis pursuit denoising)
regression problem for a general frame: minimize a functional
of the synthesis coe�cients de�ned as the sum of half the l2

norm of the approximation error and the l1 norm of the
coe�cient sequence, with a penalization coe�cient λ.

I framegrouplasso solves the group LASSO regression
problem in the time-frequency domain: minimize a functional
of the synthesis coe�cients de�ned as the sum of half the l2

norm of the approximation error and the mixed l1 / l2 norm of
the coe�cient sequence, with a penalization coe�cient λ.



Future (Zdenek): block processing

If a frame act locally on the input signal using FIR windows, it can
used for block processing.

I newblock : Create new block processing object from a frame

I blockana : block analysis

I blocksyn : block synthesis

I blockdone : Destroy block object

The block object contains internal bu�ers to handle the overlap-add
bu�ering.
The block object may be implemented in C allowing the use of
pointers to internal memory, and therefore it must be properly
closed to avoid memory leaks.



Block processing example

F=newframe('dgt','hann','dual',32,64);

B=newblock(F,1024);

while not end-of-file

.. read block of 1024 samples into buf_in

[buf_a,B]=blockana(B,buf_in);

.. modify the coefficients in buf_a to get buf_s

[buf_out,B]=blocksyn(B,buf_s);

.. write the 1024 samples in buf_out

end;

B=blockdone(B);



Future: non-stationary frames

I Currently, the non-stationary Gabor frames are initialised with
all time-shifts and number of channels, creating a completely
�xed construction. This makes them unusable for block
processing

I More �exible approach: Supply an analyser function to
newframe that will compute a and M given a (piece of)
signal. This will make it possible to do block processing

I Breaks the current model by requiring something more than
the signal length to fully construct the frame

I The redundancy and frame bounds cannot be determined
without knowing the input signal

I The iterative algorithms will proably fail, as the frame
structure can change in each iteration



Future (Zdenek): Wavelets

I fwt : Fast wavelet transform

I Decimated: The transform is a basis
I Undecimated: The transform is a frame (uniform �lterbank)

I Filter coe�cients generators. Output can be used by
filterbank.

I ...

I ...



Roadmap

I Current version is 1.1

I Version 1.2: Full implementation of Gabor frames on
non-separable lattice. A few weeks away.

I Version 1.4: The frames hierachy: All basic methods and
functionality �xed, but new frame types will be added

I Version 2.0: Full wavelet toolbox (Zdenek Prusa)

The end:

I Thank you for inviting me to talk at this workshop


